The inlluencc of the prior causal knowkd8c of subjeas on the rate of Iaminh the ate8oris formed, and the attributes attended to durin8 kamin8 is explored. Conjunctin comxpS IIC thought to be easier for subjects to learn than disjunctive concepts. Conditions M rctwned under which the oppmire asun. In particular, it is demonstrated that prior knowledlc an inlluena the rate of mncept learning and that the influence of prior causal knowledge an dominate the influence of the lc&al form. A computational model of this learning ti it praented. To represent the prior knowledge of the subjects, an extension to explanation-bPud learning is developed to deal with imprecise domain knowledge. This research has two goals. First, if a form of prior knowledge can reverx the superiority of conjunctive concepts, it provides additional evidence for the importance of this oftenignored factor on concept acquisition. Second, the fyp of knowledge that subjects bring to bear on the learning task is analyzed, and it is shown that this knowledge cannot easily be represented as a set of inference rules with necessary and sulXcient conditions. As such, this provides constraints on computational models of the concept-acquisition task.
investigated the role that prior knowledge has on the accuracy of classification learning. In particular, he analyzed the interaction between learning linearly upamble and nonlinearly vpamble concepts and the type of instructions provided to subjects. One set of instructions was neutral in that it asked the subjects to correctly classify stimuli (descriptions of flowers). A second set of instructions gave sutjects a background theory that helped with the task (e.g.. one class of flowers attracts birds and the birds cannot see color and are active at night). The linearly separable task resulted in fewer errors during leaning using theory instructions than under neutral instructions. This pattern was reversed for the nonlinearly separable task: Neutral instructions led to fewer errors than theory instructions. One explanation for this finding is that the concept with the fewest violations of prior knowledge is easier for subjects to learn Such a violation occurs when a subject is given feedback that contradicts prior knowledge (e.g., a flower that blooms during the day only attracts a bird that is active at night). In this experiment, the linearly separable concept required fewer violations of the prior knowledge than the nonlinearly separable concept. This explanation is also supported by later studies (Pazzani & Silverstein, 1990; Wattenmaker et al., 1986 ) that suggest a nonlinearly separable concept consistent with prior knowledge is easier to learn than a linearly separable concept that violates prior knowledge.
In this article. I compare the learning rates of simple conjunctive and disjunctive concepts. Note that both of these classes of concepts are linearly separable. Therefore, the experiments will test whether the effect of prior knowledge is more pervasive than that suggested by previous work that studied the role of prior knowledge in learning linearly wpatable and nonlinearly separable concepts.
Experiment

I
All of the experiments in this article use a similar method to investigate the effect of prior knowledge on concept acquisition. One group of subjects performs a standard conceptacquisition experiment. This group of subjects must determine whether each stimuli is an example of an alpha. The stimuli are photographs of a pewn doing Something with a balloon. The stimuli differ in terms of the color of the balloon (yellow or purple), the size of the balloon (small or large), the age of the person (adult or child), and the action the person is doing (stretching the balloon or dipping the balloon in water). Existing knowledge about inflating balloons is irrelevant for this group of subjects. Another group of subjects uses the same stimuli. However, the instructions indicate the sub. ject must predict whether the balloon will be inflated when the person blows into it. In this condition, called the inflate condition, the subject's prior knowledge may provide expectations about likely hypotheses. The goal of the experiments is to determine conditions under which these expectations facilitate or hinder the concept-acquisition task.
The purpose of the first experiment was to investigate the interaction between prior knowledge and the acquisition of conjunctive and disjunctive concepts. The experiment follow a 2 (concept form [conjunctive vs. disjunctive]) x 2 (instruction set [alpha vs. inflate]) between-subjects design.
The conjunction to be learned was 'size = small and color = yellow." The disjunction to be learned vw *age = adult or action = stretching a balloon." Note that with the inflate instructions. the conjunctive concept is not implied by prior knowledge, whereas the disjunctive concept is implied by this knowledge. It is also important to stress that the prior background knowledge' (e.g., adults are stronger than children and stretching a balloon makes it easier to inflate) is not sufficient for subjects to deduce the correct relationship in the absence of any data. There are several possible consistent relationships including a conjunctive one (adults can inflate only balloons that have been stretched) and the disjunctive relationship tested in this experiment. Experiment 2 tests whether prior knowledge also facilitates a conjunctive concept consistent with prior knowledge.
The following three predictions were made about the outcome of this experiment. Fust, subjects in the alpha-conjunction category are predicted to take fewer trials than those in the alpha-disjunction category. In the absence of prior knowledge, it was anticipated that the data would replicate the fmding that conjunctionsan easier to learn than disjunctions. Second, subjects in the inflate-disjunction category are predicted to take fewer trials than those in the inflate-conjunction category. It is anticipated that the influence ofprior knowledge would dominate the influence oflogical form. Third, subjects in the inflatedisjunction category are predicted to take fewer trials than thou in the alpha-disjunction category. Prior knowledge can be expected to facilitate learning only with the inflate instructions. The rationale here is that there are fewer ' As part ofa previouscxpcriment (Pazrani. in press). 80 University of California. Los Angeles, undergraduates were asked Xv& VUCfalse questions concerning what balloons arc more likely to bc inflated. All of the subjects indicated that strelchina a balloon makes it caSicr to inflate. that adults cm inflate balloons more easily than small children. and that the color of a balloon does "01 alfed the ease of inflation. Seventy-two percent (58) of the subjects felt that the shape ofthe balloon inllucnccd the cam of inflation. Ofthex sub&u 63% 07) felt that ,0"8 balloons lverr harder to inflate than round balloons and the remainder felt that long balloons wR easier. In the expcnmcnts in this article. all of the balloons were round balloons. hypotheses consistent with both prior knowledge and the data than those consistent with the data alone. Therefore, it is anticipated that fewer trials would be needed to rule out alternatives when the prior knowledge of the subject is applicable in the learning task.
Method
SubjecrJ. The subjects were 88 male and female undergraduates attending the University of California, Irvine. who participated in this experiment to receive extra credit in an introductory psychology course. Each subject was tested individually. Subjects were randomly asswted to one of the four conditions. Slimuli. The stimuli consisted of pages from a photo album. Each page contained a close-up photo,gaph of a balloon that varied in color (yellow or purple) and size (small or large) and a photograph of a person (either an adult or a J-year-old child) doing samething to the balloon (either dipping it in water or stretching it), For the inflate subjects. the back of the page oftbe photo album had a picture of the person with a balloon that had been inflated or a balloon that had not ken inflated. For the alpha subjsu. a card with the words Alpha or Nor Alpha was on the reverse side of each page. Because there are four attributes that can take on two vah,a, there are P total of 16 unique stimuli. Of these stimuli, I2 a positive examples of a disjunction of two attributes and 4 ark positive examples of a conjunction of two attributes. Haygood and Boume (1965) recommended duplicating stimuli to ensure roughly equal numbers of positive or negative examples because of the effect of the proportion of positive examples on learning rates (Hovland & Weiss, 1953 ). The four negative examples of the disjunction were duplicated in the disjunction conditions, and the four positive examples were duplicated in the conjunction conditions to produce P total of 20 stimuli in all conditions. The set of stimuli used in the conjunction conditions followed the rule 'size = small and color = yellow." In the conjunctive condition, one positive example was a photograph of a child stretching a small, yellow balloon. One negative example was a photograph of an adult stretching a large. yellow balloon. The stimuli in the disjunction conditions follow the rule 'age = adult or action = stretching" In the disjunctive condition, one positive example was a photograph of a child Wetchin a large, yellow balloon. One negative example was a photograph of a child dipping a small. yellow balloon in water.
Procedures. Subjects read either the alpha or inflate instructions
Bath sets of instructions mention that the photographs differed in only four aspeas (the size and color of the balloon. the age of the actor, and the action the actor was performing). The alpha and inflate instructions differed only in one line ('predict whether the oaae is an example of an 'alpha'" as oppnrzd to ~*prcdict whether th; balloon will h inflated").
Subjects were shown a page from the photo album and asked to make a prediction. Then the page was turned over and the subject sw the correct prediction. Next. the subject was presented with another card. This proce~ was repeated until the subjects were able to predict correctly on 6 convcutive ulala. The number of the last trial on which the subject made an error was recorded. The pa8es were presented in a random order, subject to the constraint that the Ii131 page was always a positive example. If the subject exhausted all 20 pages. the pages were shuffled and the training was rCwated until the subject responded properly on 6 consecutive trials or until SO pa8es were prescnlcd. If the subject did not obtain the correct answer after SO trials, the last error is considered to have been made on Trial JO.
Note that subjects in the alphadisjunction and inflate-disjunction conditions see the exact ~rne stimuli. The only difference is one line in the instructions and the nature of the feedback (the words Alpha or Nol Alpha as opposed to a photograph ofan inrlatcd or unintlated balloon). Similarly. the subjects in the alphasonjunaion and inflate. conjunction conditions see the exact rarne stimuli.
Results
The results of this experiment (see Figure I) confirmed the predictions. Figure I illustrates that the learning task is influenced by prior theory. This effect is so strong that it dominates the well-known finding that conjunctive concepts are easier lo learn than disjunctive concepts. The interaction between the learning task and the logical form of the concept to be acquired is significant at the .OI level, F(I, 84) = 22.07. MS. = 264.0. However, neither main effect is significant.
Analysis of the data with the Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) test confirmed the three predictions. The cults are significant at the .05 level (Critical dinirence [C.difl = 11.8). First, subjects in the alpha-conjunction condition required significantly fewer trials than those in the alpha-disjunction category (I 8.0 vs. 30.8). Second, the intlatedisjunction subjects required significantly fewer trials than the inflate-conjunction subjects (9.4 vs. 29.1). Third, the inflate-disjunction subjects required significantly fewer trials than the alpha-disjunction subjects (9.4 vs. 30.8).
Discussion
The findings provide support for the hypothesis that concepts consistent with prior knowledge requin fewer examples to learn accurately than concepts that are not consistent with prior knowledge. The result is especially important because it demonstrates that prior knowledge dominates the commonly accepted finding that disjunctive concepts are more difficult to learn than conjunctive concepts. Cue salience (Bower dr Trabasso, 1968) (Rumelhart et al., 1986) . The learning rules of purely empirical methods do not take into account the learner's prior knowledge. Any difference in learning rates behveen subjects who read the inflate instructions and those who read the alpha instructions must be accounted for by a difference in the nature of the prior knowledge that can be applied to the task. The experiment alsn points out inadequacies of current explanation-based learning methods. Explanation-based learning assumes that the background theory is sufficiently strong to prove why a particular outcome occurred. Purely explanation-based approaches to learning predict that subjects would be capable of learning from a single example. This single-trial learning merely summarizes a deductive proof based on the background knowledge of the subjects. In contrast, it does not appear that the background knowledge of the subjects is sutliciently strong to create such a proof. Instead, the subjects' back8round knowledge seems to be able to identify what factors of the situation might influence the outcome of an attempt to inflate a balloon. However, subjects needed several examples to determine which of these factors were relevant and whether the factors were necessary or sufticient.
In the next section, a method of combining empirical and explanation-based learning that makes use of this weaker sort of domain knowledge represented as an influence theory is introduced. A simple computational model capable of explaining the learning rates observed in Experiment I is proposed. Next, additional simulations am run under a variety of different conditions. Additional experiments are described that test the predictions made by the model.
Explanation-Based
Learning With an Influence
Theory
To develop a computation model of the learning task, the assumption of explanation-based learning that the domain theory be complete and correct must be relaxed. The full, incomplete, and incorrect domain-theory problem in explanation-based learning (Kajamoney k DeJong, 1987) is not addressed. Instead, I consider an influence theory, a particular type of incomplete theory. In such a theory, the influence of several factors is known, but the domain theory does not specify a systematic means of combining the factors. In addition, it is not assumed that the domain theory identities all of the influential factors. Loosening them constraints on the domain theory allows prior knowledge to be more widely applicable. In particular, it is necessary to relax these constraints to model the type of prior knOwledge used by the subjects in Experiment I.
Pos~Hoc uses an influence theory to propose hypotheses that are then tested against further data. The influence theory is also used to wise hypotheses that fail to make accurate predictions. PawHoc is also capable of performing classitication tasks for which its background knowledge is irrelevant.
Representation of Training and Test Examples
An example in PosrHoc consists of a set of attributes and a classification. Each attribute is a pair of an attribute name (e.g., age) and an attribute value (e.g. adult). A cltiftcation can be thought of as an outcome (e.g.. inflate) or categorymembership information (e.g., alpha). For example, an adult successfully inflating a small, yellow balloon that had been stretched is represented as: size = small color = yellow age = adult act = stretch E inflate.
A large, purple balloon that had been dipped in water by a child that is not an example of an alpha is represented as: sire = large color = purple age = child act = dip B alpha.
Representorion and Use of Hypotheses
PostHa: maintains a single hypothesis consisting of a disjunctive normal form description (i.e., disjunction of conjunctions) of a concept and a prediction. For example, the following represents the hypothesis that a child can inflate a stretched balloon or an adult can inflate any balloon:
(age = child A act = stretch) V age = adult+ inflate Note that to avoid confusion the symbol + is used in hypotheses, while E is used to denote that an instance is a member of a class.
Influence Theories
An influence thetxy con&s of hvo components. First, it has a set ofinfluenas An influence consists of an influence type (either easier or harder), an outcome (e.g. inflate). and a factor that influences the outeome (eg., more elastic). Second, an influence theory has a set of inference rules that derribe when an influence is premnt in an example.
To simulate the knowledge of subjects in the previous experiment, the two influences in Appendix A are used. Them influences state that it is easier for a strong actor to inflate a balloon, and that it is easier to inflate a more elastic balloon.
The inference rules determine when an influence is present in a training example. The inference ruJe-5 used to simulate the knowledge of the subjects are also shown in Appendix A. Them rules state that stretching an object makes the object more elastic, that older actors tend to be stronger actors, and that adults are old.
Note that the attributa used to represent the training examples are the only attributes that are permitted in the hypotheses. The influence theory can be used to generate a hypothesis, but a factor of the influence theory cannot be used as an attribute in a hypothesis. Rather, the learning procedure may suegest including those attributes of training examples whose presence indicates the presence of a factor from the influence theory.
Learning Task
Pos~Hoc is an incremental learning model that maintains a single hypothesis (Levine. 1966 (Levine. . 1967 ). The current hypothesis is revised only when it makes an incorrect classification. The learning task is summarized as follows:
Given: a set of training examples an influence theory (optional) Create: a hypothesis that classities examples.
The influence theory is optional because the learning system must operate when there is no prior knowledge or when the prior knowledge does not apply to the current learning task.
PowHoc is intended to model the interaction between prior knowledge and logical form by accounting qualitatively for differences in human learning rates and differences in human hypothesis-selection biases on different tasks. The model is designed to predict that one learning task requiressignificantly more trials than another task as a function of the prior knowledge and logical form of the hypothesis. Although it does make quantitative predictions on the number of training examples, PosrHoc is evaluated only on its ability to partially order the difficulty of learning tasks. Pos~Hcc is intended as the simplest representative of a class of models that can account for how prior knowledge constrains the learning process. POSTHOC is not intended as a complete model of the tasks because it does not make use of additional information that human learners have (e.g., perceptual salience of cues: Bower & Trabasso, 1968). Furthermom, each training example in Pos~Hoc is represented as a set of potentially relevant attributes. Although the instructions in the experiments tell the subjects which attributes are potentially relevant, the subjects perform an additional task by determining the values of these attributes from the photographs. Because subjects perform this additional task, as well as perceive other tasks (e.g., perceive facial expressions of the actor in the photographs), POSTHIX is not solving as complex a learning task as the subjects. Nonetheless, it'is still possible for PIXTH~C to make predictions about the relative diffculty of learning tasks because these additional complications are held constant for each group of subjects.
PcxrHoc
PowHoc is an incremental, hill-climbing model of human learning of the type advocated by Langley, Gennari, and Iba (1987). PIXTH~C is implemented as a simple production system. When the current hypothesis makes an error (or there is no current hypothesis), a set of productions produces a new hypothesis. The productions examine the current hypothesis, the current training example, and the influence theory. There are three sets of productions. One set creates an initial hypothesis when the first positive example is encountered. The second production set deals with errors of omission in which a positive example is falsely classified as a negative example. This production zet makes the hypothesis more general. The final production set deals with errors of commission in which a negative example is falsely classified as a positive example. This production set makes the hypothesis more specilic.
Within each production set, the productions are ordered by priority.
Initializing hypotheses. Two productions used to initialize a hypothesis are shown in Appendix B. The first production (II) determines if there are attributes of the example that would indicate the presence of a factor that influences the outcome of a positive example. This is accomplished by chaining backward from the influence rules, which indicate that a certain outcome (e.g.. inflating a balloon) is easier when a certain factor is present. The presence of a factor is verified by chaining backward to find attribute values that are indicativeofan influential factor. For example, ifthe initial positive example is an adult successfully inflating a large, yellow balloon that had been stretched: color = yellow size = large act = stretch age = adult E inflate, POSTHCZ might try to establish that the strength of the actor is an influential factor. The fact that strength is an influential factor can be established by showing that the actor is strong. The fact that the actor is strong can be verified betause the example indicates that the actor is adult. The initial hypothesis is that adults can inflate balloons:
In this example, there is more than one influence present. When this occurs, one influence is selected at random from the set of applicable influences. Given the balloon-influence theory, an alternative hypothesis is that stretching the balloon results in the balloon being inflated. However, rather than keeping track of the alternative hypotheses, POSTH~C selects one. If this selection turns out to be incorrect, later examples will cause errors of omission or errors of commission and force the revision of the hypothesis.
The second production (12) in this set initializes the hypothesis to a conjunction of the attributes of the lirst positive example. This occurs if there are no influences present that would account for the outcome. This is true for modeling alpha-instructionssubjectsbecause there are no known factors that influence whether or not something is classified as an alpha. between-subjects design. The simulations were run in Common Lisp on an Apple Macintosh II computer. The stimuli and procedures described for Experiment I were adapted a~ necessary to account for the di!Terence between a computer and human *subjects." Training examples were prep& by defining four attribulcr for each page of the photo album. The balloon-influence theory displayed in Appendix A is uwd to represent the prior knowledge of the subjeeu who read the inflate instructions. No influence theory was used when modeling the alpha conditions. No change to Pos~Hoc is necewry to model the alpha conditions. However, because the information needed by the productions that make use of the influence is not present. none of these productions till be used.
Errors of omission.
F'osrHcc was run 2W times on different random orders of training examples for each of the four conditions. As in Experiment 1, PosrHoc was run until six consecutive examples were clarsitied correctly. The last trial on which POSTHDZ made an errur was recorded for each simulation. Both the ordering of examples and the alternative attributes randomly selected by the prcductmns accOunt for differences in training times in different simulations of the sane condition.
ResullS
The results of this simulation are similar to those of Experiment I. The interaction between the learning task and the logical form ofthe concept to be acquired is significant at the .O I level, F( I, 793) = 132.9. 'MS. = 78.4. Analysis of the data with the Tukey HSD test confirms the same three predictions from Experiment I. The results are significant at the .Ol level (Cdiff = 2.7). First, the alpha-conjunction category required significantly fewer trials than the alpha-disjunction category (6.85 vs. 18.80). Second, the inflate-disjunction category required significantly fewer trials than the inflate-conjunction category (3.97 vs. 16.52). Third. the inflate-disjunction category required significantly fewer trials than the alpha-disjunction category (3.97 vs. 18.80).
Discussion
Inconsistent conjunctive concepts (e.g., the inllate-conjunclion condition) are more difficult for POSTHOC to acquire than conjunctive concepts without an influence theory (e.g., the alpha-conjunction condition) because the initial hypothesis typically includes irrelevant attributes (eg.. age = adult) predicted to be relevant by the influence theory. These irrelevant attributes must be dropped from the hypothesis when they cause errors.
Simulation I demonstrates that P~sTH~c can account for the differences in learning rates in Experiment I as a function ofthe logical form ofthe concept and the existence of relevant prior knowledge. Next, four more simulations are presented that make predictions about learning rates of human subjects, the type of stimulus information that subjects process during learning, the types of hypotheses that subjects create, and the effect of incomplete and incorrect knowledge on learning rates. These simulations are followed by experiments in which the predictions of P~sTH~c are tested on human subjects.
Simulation 2
Procedure Expriment I and Simulation I demonstrate that relevant hackground knowledge makes a consistent disjunctive concept easier to learn than the skme disjunctive concept when no background knowledge is relevant. In this next simulation. the learning rate of PosrHoc on a consistent conjunctive concept is compared with the learning rate on the identical conjunctive concept when no background knowledge is relevant. The stimuli in the experiment follow the rule "age = adult and action = stretching" (i.e.. adults can inflate only ballcons that have heen stretched). As in Simulation I. there are 16 unique stimuli, and a total of 20 training examples were constructed by duplicating the 4 positive examples. F'osrHoc is run with the influence theory in Table 1 and with no influence theory One hundred random orders of training cramplcs were simulated in each of the conditions. As in Simulation I. POSTHOC was run until 6 con~~utrve examples were classitied correctly and the last tnal on which an error ws made was recorded.
Results and Discussion
In this simulation, the conjunctive concept was learned more quickly when the relevant influence theory is present (3.6 vs. 5.5). r(l98) = 8.42. SE = 0.328. p c .Ol. This simulation clearly demonstrates that prior knowledge can facilitate the learning of more than one logical form. Furthermore, the fact that the same influence theory was wed in both simulations show that more than one concept can be consistent with the same influence theory. In Simulation I, the balloon-influence theory in Appendix A was shown to facilitate learning the disjunctive rule "age = adult or action = stretching." Here this same knowledge facilitated learning the conjunctive rule "age = adult and action = stretching." The domain theory used by prior work in explanation-based learning cannot exhibit this flexibility because both of these concepts cannot be in the deductive closure of the same domain theory. However, the influence theory used by P~sTH~c allows it to use prior knowledge to facilitate learning either concept.
Note that in Simulation I. the influence theory hindered learning a conjunctive concept, whereas the same influence theory facilitated learning a conjunctive concept in Simulation 2. The difference is that in Simulation I the conjunctive concept 'size = small and color = yellow" was not consistent with the influence theory, but in Simulation 2 the conjunctive concept -age = adult and action = stretching" was consistent.
In POSTHOC. there are three types of relationships between a concept and the background knowledge. First, the background knowledge can be neutral in that it does not provide support for any hypothesis. This occurs when the influence theory contains no influences for the concept being learned (e.g., the alpha conditions of Simulation I). In this case, P~STHOC uses only those productions that do not require an influence theory (12. 02, 03, and C2). Second. the concept to be learned may be consistent with the background knowledge. In this case, PowHoc uses only those productions that refer to the influence theory (I I, 01, Cl). Finally, the concept to be learned may be inconsistent with the background knowledge. When this is true, an initial subset of the training examples may be consistent. Therefore, P~sTH~c may start to use productions that make use of the influence theory. The hypotheses formed by these productions will be inconsistent with later examples, and P~sTH~c will eventually resort to those productions that do not reference the influence theory. Figure 2 shows the average number of times (N = 100) each production was used when learning a disjunctive and conjunctive concept for each of the three relationships. In each case, the concept had two relevant attributes and two irrelevant attributes. Note that the neutral and consistent cases use only a subset of the productions, whereas the inconsistent case requires all productions. there is a sampling probability that an allrib ute not in the current hypothesis will be considered. It is also aswmed that aher a categorization error is made all attributes are considered when forming a new hypothesis. There arc two reasons for considering attributes not part of the hypothesis during categorization. First, in a similar experiment using human subjects (Experiment 3). subjects reponed examining some attributer out of curiosity. Second. OCC~-sionally considering attributer not in the hypothesis introduces wme satiability in POITHOC and enabler analyses of the data. In three simulations. vaIues of 0. I, 0.5, and 0.9 were used as the probability that an attribute not in the hypothesis will be considered by PosTHOC during classification. The hypothesis tested is that Pos'rHo~ will consider fewer irrelevant attributes when there is an influence theory (and when the data are consistent with the influence) than when there is no influence theory. On each trial, stMin8 with the vcond trial. the proportion of irrelevant attributes considered is recorded. This proportion is calculated by dividing the number of irrelevant attributer considered by the total number of attributes considered. Note that with a correct influence theory an irrelevant attribute is considered only because there is 1 sampling probability that an attribute not in the hypothesis is considered. Without an influence theory, an irrelevant attribute can be considered because it appears in a hypothesis or because the attribute is sampled randomly.
The disiunctive conceot *age = adult or action = rtretchin8" is Figure 3 illustrates the results of the three simulations; one panel shows the result for each sampling probability. When there was a consistent influence theory, the proportion of irrelevant attributes was less than or equal to the proportion of irrelevant attributes with no influence theory. When there was no influence theory, the mean propofiion of irrelevant attributes always started at 0.5 and over the 20 trials declined to varying degrees depending on the sampling probability. Figure 3 also plotsdata when the probability ofconsidering a feature not in the hypothesis is 0. I (upper) and 0.9 (lower). As this probability approaches I. the total pmponion of irrelevant attributes that PosrHoc considers when it simulates innate instructions approaches the proportion of irrelevant attributer that it considers when it simulates alpha mstruc-tions. However, even when this probability is 0. 
Resulls and Discussion
An analysis of PcsrHoc productions indicates that with an influence theory PcrsrHoc will always create the hypothesis "act = stretch + inflate." Without the influence theory, the hypothesis "(color = yellow A act = stretch) -t alpha" will always be created. This analysis was substantiated by the simulation in which it was found that, with an influence theory, the only relevant variable used was the action. Without an influence theory. both color and action are in the final hypothesis.
Both hypotheses created by PosrHoc are consistent with the data. However. the hypothesis will also be consistent with the influence theory if one is applicable. The results of the simulation without an influence theory dilTer from the lindings of redundant. relevant cue experiments on human sub jects. Most subjects in the Bower and Trabasso (1968) experiment favored one-attributediscriminations(i.e.. either "color = yellow" or "action = stretched") to conJunctions.
An examination of PosrHoc's productions reveals that the only means of learning one-attribute discriminations is by dropping an attribute from a conjunction of two attributes. An extension to PmrHoc to more faithfully model the empirical Endings would contain an additional initialization production to create one-attribute discriminations. This extension has not yet been implemented because the focus of PosrHoc has been to account for the influence of a particular type of prior knowledge on learning.
Simulation 5
Procedure
Here I explore the influence of the completeness and correctness of the influence theory on the laming rate. FosrHoc was run with five variations of the balloon-influence theory: consistent (the complete and correct influence theory consisting of two influences). incomplete (one of the two influences was deleted from the complete theory). neutral (the entire influence theory was deleted). partially inconsistent (the influence theory consisted of one correct and one incorrect influence [yellow balloons are easier to inflate]). and inconsistent (two incorrect influences were used). The @aI of learning in each condition is to acquire the mle that adults can inflate any balloon or anyone can inflate a balloon that has ken stretched Each condition was run 128 times, and the "umber of the last trial on which F'osrHoc mirlassitied a" example was recorded.
Results and Discussion
In order, the mean number of trials required to converge The most interesting result of this simulation is that PosrHoc with the partially inconsistent theory (.\I = 15. II takes fewer trials than Pos~Hoc with no theory (JI = 18.4). Analysis of the data with the Tukcy HSD reveals that the dilference in learning rates is signiticant (C.diR = 3.2. p < .Ol). The ditTerence between these two conditions is partially accounted for by the fact that it is more likely that the correct rather than incorrect influence will be chosen to initialize the hypothesis because the correct influence is present in more of conjunction. This would occur because the inflate instructions the positive examples (100%) than the incorrect influence would presumedly lead subjects to learn when a balloon was (50%). As a result, in 7J% of the cases, the hypothesis will be not inflated. In this case. the rule indicating that a balloon is initialized correctly with an inconsistent theory. not inflated is a disjunction: (age = child or act = dipping).
Experiment 2
Mefhod
In Simulations 2, 3. and 4. several emergent properties of Pos~Hoc's learning algorithm were described. The following three experiments assess whether similar phenomenon are true of human learning. The etTects of prior knowledge on learning rates, relevance ofattributes. and hypothesis selection are measured in Experiments 2, 3. and 4, respectively.
Subjecrx The subjects were 54 undergraduaterauending the University of California, Irvine, who participated in this experiment to receive extra credit in an introductory psychology course. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of two conditions (alpha or inflate).
One result of Experiment I is that consistent disjunctive concepts (the inflatedisjunction condition) required fewer trials to learn than neutral disjunctive concepts (the alphadisjunction condition). A second result of Experiment I was that inconsistent conjunctive concepts (the intlate+onjunc-tion condition) required more trials than neutral conjunctive concepts (the alpha-conjunctive condition).
In Experiment 2. the conjunctive concept tested is consistent with the subjects' prior knowledge (age = adult and action = stretching). The learning rate of this consistent conjunctive concept is compared with that of the same conjunctive con- Pmedum.
The procedure was identical to that in Expriment I. The instructions read by the two groups diITered in only one line ("predict whether the page is an example of an 'alpha'" as opposed to 'predict whether the balloon will be inflated"). The numkr of the last trial on which the subject made an error was recorded.
Experiment 2 has several goals. First, a prediction made by Pos~Hoc is tested. In particular, Simulation 2 showed that consistent conjunctive concepts require fewer trials than neutral conjunctive concepts. Second. it is hoped that Experiment 2 will show that the subjects' background knowledge provides weak constraints on learning similar to those provided by PossHoc's influence theory. In particular, Experiment I assumes the disjunctive concept (age = adult or action = stretching) is consistent with background knowledge, whereas Experiment 2 assumes that the conjunctive concept (age = adult and action = stretching) is consistent. Clearly, these both cannot be deduced from the type of background knowledge required by explanation-based learning. However, both are consistent with the influence theory of explanation-based learning.
Resuhs and Discussion
Subjects in the inflate condition learned the concept more rapidly than those in the alpha condition (8.9 vs. 13.8), r(52) = 2.09, SE = 2.39, p < .05. Experiment 2 will also serve to rule out an alternative explanation' for the results of Experiment I. In particular, it is possible that there is something about the inflate instructions (but not the alpha instructions) that leads subjects to predict when a balloon will not be inflated. The interpretation of the results of Experiment I assumed that the hypothesis learned by subjects can be represented as "if the actor is an adult or the action is stretching a balloon. then the balloon will be inflated." However, this rule is logically equivalent lo "if the actor is a child and the action is dipping a balloon in water. then the balloon will not be inflated." lfthis is the case. then prior knowledge is irrelevant, and the results of Experiment I simply indicate that disjunctive concepts arc harder to learn than conjunctive concepts. However. if this is the case. one would expect to find that subjects reading the inflate instructions and learning a consistent conjunction (age = adult and act = stretching) would require more trials than those reading the alpha instructions and learning a neutral This experiment provides additional support for the hypotheses that consistency wifh prior knowledge isa significant influence on the rate of concept acquisition. The experiment also points out that the prior knowledge of the subjects can be used to facilitate the learning of several different hypotheses. This demonstrates that the prior knowledge of sub jects is more flexible than the domain theory uud by explanation-based learning. Two dilTerent hypotheses cannot be deduced from the domain theory of explanation-based leaming. but can be consistent with the influence theory of PosrHoc. For example, the same influence theory enables PCISTHCC to model the relative dilfculty of learning in Exwriments I and 2.
Experiment 3
In Simulation 3. it was shown that with a correct influence theory, Pos~Hoc ignores irrelevant attributes. However, when the influence theory is missing, Pos~Hoc initially forms a hypothesis that includes these irrclevam attributes, and then laler revises the hypothesis by removing the irrelevant attributes when examples arc miscl~srilicd.
The goal of this experiment is to test the hypthesrr that subjects learning a concept consistent with their background knowledge will attend to a smaller propoflion of irrelevant ' We thank Richard Doyle for pointing out this explanation, attributes than thou learning the identical concept in a context in which their prior knowledge is irrelevant.
It is a relatively simple matter to determine which attributes Pos~Hoc is ignoring during learning. To test this hypothesis on human subjects, different stimuli and procedures were used than in the earlier experiments. Experiment 3 uses verbal descriptions of actions instead of photographs for the stimuli. A program was constructed for an Apple Macintosh II computer to display the verbal descriptions. Each training example presented on the computer mreen consisted of a verbal description of an action and a question. Subjects in the inflate condition saw the question "Do you think that the balloon will be inflated by this person?" Subjects in the alpha condition saw the question "Do you think this is an example of an Alpha?" Each verbal description initially appears as "A (SIZE) (COLOR) balloon was (ACTION) by a (AGE)." A subject could request to see a value for any of the attributes by moving a pointer to the attribute name and pressing a button on the mouse. When this was done. the value for the attribute name replaced the attribute name in the verbal stimuli. For example. a subject might point at (COLOR) and then press the mouse button. The effect ofthis action might be to change the stimuli to "A (SIZE) red balloon was (ACTION) by a (AGE)." Next. the subject might point at (ACTION) and click, changing the description to "A (SIZE) red balloon was dipped in water by a (AGE)." Figure 4 shows a sample display with the values of two attributes filled in. The attributes selected by the subject were recorded on each trial. Subjects were allowed to select as few or as many attributes on each trial. However, to discourage simply selecting all attributes. subjects had to hit an extra key to confirm that they wanted to see the third and fourth attribute.
A pilot study revealed some interesting information. Sub jects in the inflate group asked to see the size attribute much more oRen than expected. When asked about the need to see this information. a common reply was that large balloons were easier to inflate than small balloons. Subjects in pilot studies for Experiments I did not mention size as a possible relevant factor. The difference in stimuli may account for this difference. In Experiment 3. verbal descriptions of actions were used. In Experiments I, photographs were used. The small balloon in Experiment I is a 9-i" balloon and the large balloon is a 13-i" balloon, One subject in the pilot study of Experiment 3 was later shown the photographs used in Experiment I. and reported that the small balloons in the A Iarpe (..l..)balloon was dipped in water
Do you Lhink the balloon will he
Frgurv 4 An example of the stimuli used in Experiment 3 photographs were actually medium-sized balloons. Therefore, in the analysis of Experiment 3, the attribute color is considered to be the only irrelevant attribute, and the attribute size, action. and age are considered to be potentially relevant. The experiment follows a 2 X 20 trial mixed design with one between-subjects factor (instructions [inflate vs. alpha]) and one within-subjects factor (trial [number of the learning trial ranging from I to 201). On each trial. starting with the lint trial, the proportion of irrelevant attributes considered is recorded. As in Simulation 3, this proportion is calculated by dividing the number of irrelevant attributes considered by the total number of attributes considered.
Mefhod
Subjecu The subjects were 34 undergraduates attending the Univenity of California, Irvine, who participated in this experiment to receive extra credit in an introductory psychology court. Subjects were randomly assigned toone ofthetwoconditions(alphaorinflatel. Seventeen subjects in each condition were tested simultaneously in a room equipped with Apple Macintosh II computers Each subject worked individually on a separate computer.
Stimuli. The stimuli were verbal dcrtiptions of an action. Twenty stimuli were constructed and shown in the randomly selected order used for Simulation 3. The descriptions vaned according to the color of the balloon (red or blue). the size of the balloon (small or large). the age ofthe actor (adult or child). and the action the actor is performing (either dipping it in water or stretching it). The de&p lions were displayed on the screen ofan Apple Macintosh II computer in a fixed order. Subjects could interact with the display by asking the computer to show the value of any (or all) attributes. Positive feedback was given for those stimuli whose age is adult or whose action is stretching.
Procedures. The instructions read by the two groups differed in only one line ("determine if this example is an 'alpha'" as opposed to "determine whether the balloon will be inflated succcrsfully by this person"). Afier reading the instructions, subjects were given the oppalunity to practice using a moue-e to move the painter and to press the mouse button to indicate a selection. Next, the subjects repeated a cycle of s&n6 a template action, asking to view some or allattributesoftheaction.
indicatingaprediction by moringapointer to the word Yes or to the word ,Vo~ and pressing a button to answer the question. In the subject rlccted the correct answer. the computer simply displayed a message to this eff't. However, if the subject relected the wrung answer, the computer replaced all attributes with their values, and informed the subject that the answer was incorrect.
When the subject finished studying the screen. a button was pressed to go on to the next example. This cycle was repeated 20 times for each subJec1. A simple manipulation in the instructions influenced the attributes the subjects attended to during learning. In a cl.%+ sitication task with neutral instructions, the subjects have no reason to initially ignore color or any other attribute. However, when the same stimuli are used to make predictions about inflating balloons, subjects are more likely to ignore the color of the balloon. Subjects favored attributes that prior knowledge indicates are likely to influence the ease ofinflating a balloon.
Resrrlrs and Discussion
Experiment 4
Experiments I and 2 suggest that human subjects learn more rapidly when hypotheses are consistent with their prior background knowledge. One explanation for this Ending is that hypotheses not consistent with prior knowledge are not considered unless hypotheses consistent with prior knowledge are ruled out. Experiment 4 tests this idea using a redundant relevant cue experiment modeled atIer Simulation 4. As with Simulation 4, both the action and the color are equally consistent with the feedback on the training data.
An implication of the computational model is that the number of subjects who predict on the basis of the action attribute for the inflate task will be greater than the number of subjects who classify on the basis of this attribute for the alpha task. The reason for this prediction is that the stretching isa factor that is known to influence the inflation of a balloon.
Method Subj?crs. The subjects were 54 undergmduata drawn from the same population as those in Expcrimcnt I. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions (alpha or inflate).
Slimuh. The stimuli consisted of pages from a photo album identical to thou of Experiment I. Each page contained a close-up photograph ofa balloon that varied in color and size and a photograph ofa person doing something to the balloon. However. the pages were now constructed so that for the lmining material the mlor yellow *a( paired with stretching and the color purple was paired with dipping in water. In the test. these pairings were reversed so that purple was associated with stretching and yellow with dipping in water. A total of eight training examples and eight test examples were constructed. Subjects received positive feedback only on pages shOwin8 balloons that had been stretched.
Procedures. Subjects in the two group read instructions that differed in only one line ("predict whether the page is an example of an 'alpha'" as opposed to "predict whether the balloon will be inflated"). The training data were presented to subjects in random orders. The subjects were trained on the training set until they were able to accurately classify six pages in a row. Subjects received positive feedback on the photographs that included a person of any age stretching a yellow balloon of any size. Then the subjects entered a test phase in which they predicted the category of test examples without feedback.
Rest&s and Discussion
In this experiment, in the inflate condition, 26 subjects formed hypotheses using only the action attribute, no subjects used only the color attribute. and 2 subjects used a combination ofattributes. In the alpha condition, the corresponding numbers were 13. 8, and 7. respectively. Analysis of the data indicates that the hypothesis-selection biases of the subjects in the inflate condition ditTered from those in the alpha condition. x*(2. N= 54) = 15.11. p< .Ol. The results of this experiment indicate that human subjects favor hypotheses consistent with the data and prior knOWledgC over those hypotheses consistent with the data but not consistent with prior knowledge.
The hypothesis produced by PasrHoc with an influence theory is that most commonly formed by subjects in the inflate condition of Experiment 4. In its current form, Pos~Hoc cannot account for those subjects who produce alternative hypotheses in this condition. In addition, PosrHo~ does not adequately model the finding that, in the absence of prior knowledge, one-attribute discriminations are preferred to conjunctive descriptions in a redundant, relevant cue experiment (Bower & Trabasso, 1968 A variety of verbal-report studies were run in an attempt to have subjects give verbal reports (either oral or written) of their intermediate hypotheses following a methodology similar to these previous studies. However, one modification was necessary to the instructions. In the previous studies of other researchers, the instructions informed the subject ofthe logical form of the concept to be learned (e.g., a conjunction of two attributes). In our verbal report studies, and all other experiments in this article, the instructions did not include information of the logical form of the concept to be learned. Including this information would affect the observed learning rate (Haygood & Bourne, 1965) interfering with the dcpendent variable measured (learning rate of conjunctive vs. disjunctive concepts). In these verbal-report studies, requiring verbal reports appeared to make the problem more difficult. As a result, very few subjects were able to complete the learning task. For the subjects who did complete the task. the mean learning rates differed substantially from the earlier experiments reported here. Furthermore, subjects' reports of their hypotheses did not always agree with the prediction made on the next example. For example. requiring verbal reports increased the mean number of trials for learning conjunctive concepts with the alpha instructions to over 30 compared with 13.8 in Experiment 2. Because the results are not interpretable, they are not reported here.
The di&rence in instructions appears to be responsible for the discrepancy between the verbal-report studies and the earlier findings. If some aspect of the learning process. such as the detection of covariation, is unconscious to some extent, asking for a verbal report may change the nature of the task. Forcing subjects to become more conscious of the processes may make the task more difficult. This hypothesis is consistent with findings by Reber and Lewis (1977) who presented evidence that subjects can learn some rules without having conscious access to the rules. Lewicki (1986) retined this finding by showing that subjectsdetect correlationsand make classifications based on these correlations without being able to verbally report on the correlation. Furthermore, Reber (1976) showed that asking subjects to search for regularities in the data adversely atTectr the lCaming rate and accuracy.
Nishett and Wilson (1977) reported that for some tasks verbal reports on decision-making criteria differ from the criteria that subjects are using. The discrepancies in the verbalreport studies between subjects' reports of their hypotheses and their classifications on subsequent trials appear to be another example of this phenomenon. Other researchers have retined the conditions under which verbal reports ofdecisionmaking criteria are likely to be accurate (Ericsson & Simon, 1984 : Kraut & Lewis, 1982 Wright & Rip, 1981) . More empirical research is needed to clarify the effects of verbal reports on concept learning. One tentative hypothesis is that either requiring a verbal rule or informing subjects that the concept to be learned can be represented as a logical rule of a certain form increases conscious awareness of the learning processand hinders the unconscious detection ofcovariation. Brooks (1978) shed some light on the conditions under which verbal repons hinder concept learning. Brooks demonstrated that instructions to form an abstract rule may interfere with the storage of individual instances. This interference with memory storage hinders making future classiticatram by analogy to stored instances. Although 1 agree with Brooks that this form of analogical reasoning is common, accounting for the experimental findings in this article with an analogical reasoning model would require explaining how prior knowledge atTects the analogical reasoning process along with the storage and retrieval of analogous instances.
Discussion
Experiments I and 2 demonstrated that human subjects learn more rapidly when hypotheses are consistent with prior knowledge. PosrHoc also learns more rapidly when hypotheses are consistent with an influence theory. In PosrHoc, the explanation for the faster learning rate is that it is searching a smaller space of hypotheses (i.e., those consistent with the data and the influence theory). Simulation 3 and Experiment 3 demonstrate that the hypothesis space is reduced by ignoring those attributes deemed irrelevant by prior knowledge. Simulation 4 and Experiment 4 demonstrated the reduced hypothesis space by investigating the types of hypotheses produced when there are multiple hypotheses consistent with the data.
In this article, the prior knowledge of a subject has been shown to influence the learning of predictive relations for actions and their effects. There is some evidence that the influence of prior knowledge is not restricted to this situation. In particular, when subjects are aware of the function of an object, it has been shown that they attend more to attributes of the object that are related to the object's function than to attributes that are predictive of class membership but not related to functionality (Wisniewrki, 1989). In addition, Barsalou (1985) showed that the graded structure OfgOal-Xiented categories (e.g., foods not to eat on a diet) is influenced by prior knowledge of ideals (e.g., zero calories).
Currently, PcrsrHoc is limited in several ways. First, it deals only with positive influences. In addition, the influence language does not include information on the potency of each influence. Zelano and Shultx ( 1989) argued that subjects make use of such information when learning causal relationships.
A second limitation of PCJSTHCIC is the inability to learn new influences. A hypothesis that is not supported by an influence theory can be learned. but the influence theory is not currently updated. If the influence theory were updated, then Pos~Hoc could use the knowledge it has acquired in one task to facilitate learning on another task.
A third limitation is that PasrHoc does not account for some fundamental categorization effects. For example, PosrHoc does not model phenomena such as the effects of typicality (Barmlou, 1985) . basic level effects (Carter, Gluck. & Bower, 1988) . or the acquisition of concepts that cannot be specified as a collection of necessary and sufficient features (Smith & Medin, 1981). However, background knowledge plays a role in these processes. For example, several experiments have shown (Barmlou. 1985: Murphy & Wisniewski, 1989 ) that the prior knowledge of a subject affects typicality judgments, but no detailed process has been proposed to account for these findings. Brown (1958) suggested that the knowledge ofthe learner plays a role in determining the basic level. It would be interesting to explore the role of background knowledge in computational models of these processes.
The simulations and experiments also point out a shoncoming of models of human learning based on the prior work on purely explanation-based methods. It is not likely that the prior knowledge of human subjects can be represented as a set of necessary and sufftcient conditions capable of supporting a deductive proof of why particular balloons were inflated.
